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General properties of electroweak corrections



  

Electroweak corrections at high energies

∙  Estimate for the size of electroweak corrections:

   Hence, expect NLO EW  ~  NNLO QCD

∙  This naïve estimate is generally correct for observables that 

    are dominated by threshold production.

∙  Significantly larger corrections can arise in tails of 

    kinematic distributions at high energies ~ 



  

Electroweak corrections at high energies

∙  Origin of logarithmically enhanced corrections

+ sub-leading logs

∙  Typical size 
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Electroweak corrections at high energies

∙  Analogy and differences to QCD corrections 

gluon Z, W

soft-collinear exchange quasi soft-collinear exchange
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Electroweak corrections at high energies

∙  Analogy and differences to QCD corrections 

gluon Z, W

soft-collinear exchange quasi soft-collinear exchange

soft-collinear emission

→ Logarithms do not cancel 

- real emission leads to observable effects
- no complete summation of SU(2) charges

→ Unphysical singularities cancel



  

Electroweak corrections at high energies

∙  Parton distribution functions

pure QCD:  proton = gluons+quarks

 + el.weak:  proton = gluons+quarks+photons

γ-initial states enter at O(α)

expect enhancements in fwd-direction

Modern pdf sets include photons:
[MSTW08, NNPDF2.3]



  

LHC Phenomenology



  

Electroweak corrections at high energies

∙  EW corrections known for most important 2 → 2 processes at the LHC

Drell-Yan like production: pp → Z,W 

Vector bosons at large pT: pp → V + jet

Di-boson production: pp → VV

Fermion pairs: pp → jj, pp → t-tb, pp → b-bbar
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Electroweak corrections at high energies

∙  EW corrections known for most important 2 → 2 processes at the LHC

Higgs production: pp → H, VBF, H+V

Higgs decay:  H → f-fbar, VV, gg

Automation:    RECOLA
(in progress)      GoSam
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Electroweak corrections at high energies

∙  Example 1:  Higgs production in gluon fusion at the LHC

 [Actis, Passarino, Sturm, Uccirati]

Mixed QCD el.weak corrections:  +5% for MH=125 GeV
[Anastasiou, Boughezal, Petriello]



  

Electroweak corrections at high energies

∙  Example 2:   pp → Z/W/γ + jet

[Kühn,Kulesza,Pozzorini,M.S.]

~ 1000 Z+jet events/year
      with pT>1 TeV



  

Electroweak corrections at high energies

∙  Example 2:   pp → Z/W/γ + jet

[Kühn,Kulesza,Pozzorini,M.S.]

~ 1000 Z+jet events/year
      with pT>1 TeV

at pT=1 TeV:
   1-loop: -26 %
   2-loop: +4 % 
   stat.: 2 %



  

Electroweak corrections at high energies

[Denner,Dittmaier,Kasprzik,Mück]

∙  Example 2:   pp → Z/W/γ + jet

EW QCD



  

Electroweak corrections at high energies

∙  Example 2:   pp → Z/W/γ + jet

Cross section ratios:

- many uncertainties cancel
  (αs, pdfs, luminosity,...)

- stable wrt. QCD corrections

- EW corrections: ~ 10%

[Kühn,Kulesza,Pozzorini,M.S.]



  

Electroweak corrections at high energies

∙  Example 3: pp → jj  and  pp → ttbar

[Dittmaier,Huss,Speckner]

[Kühn,Scharf,Uwer]



  

Electroweak corrections at high energies

∙  Real emission of Z and W bosons

Model study:               [Bell,Kühn,Rittinger]

Di-bosons:                   [Bierweiler,Kasprzik,Kühn]

Compreh. MC study:   [Baur], [Vryonidou,Stirling]

[Baur]:  pp → Z+jet 

∙  Numerical size of cancellation
    depends strongly on cuts

∙  Can be reduced by additional jet veto
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Electroweak corrections at high energies

∙  Photonic initial states

[Denner,Dittmaier,Kasprzik,Mück]

pp → Z+jet:



  

Electroweak corrections at high energies

∙  Photonic initial states

[Hollik, Kollar]pp → ttbar
pp → WW [Bierweiler,Kasprzik,Kühn]



  

SUMMARY

∙ Electroweak corrections are known for the most important 

    2 → 2 processes at the LHC

∙ Electroweak Sudakov corrections typically grow with energy and can 

   reach tens of percent at energies of ~ 1 TeV

∙ Effects of real W,Z bremsstrahlung lead to mild partial cancellations,

    very dependent on the acceptance cuts

∙ Photon pdfs play a role at the level of a few percent,

  more important at high energies

The high energy and large luminosity of the upcoming LHC run promises 

large event samples at transverse momenta in the TeV region. This is 

where EW effects are most dominant and need to be accounted for.
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